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Abstract

For proposed long-duration NASA Space Science missions, the Department of Energy, Lockheed Martin, Infinia Corporation, and NASA Glenn Research Center are developing a high-efficiency, 110 W Stirling Radioisotope Generator (SRG110). A structurally significant limit state for the SRG110 heater head component is creep deformation induced at high material temperature and low stress level. Conventional investigations of creep behavior adequately rely on experimental results from uniaxial creep specimens, and a wealth of creep data is available for the Inconel 718 material of construction. However, the specified atypical thin heater head material is fine-grained with a heat treatment that limits precipitate growth, and little creep property data for this microstructure is available in the literature. In addition, the geometry and loading conditions apply a multiaxial stress state on the component, far from the conditions of uniaxial testing. For these reasons, an extensive experimental investigation is ongoing to aid in accurately assessing the durability of the SRG110 heater head. This investigation supplements uniaxial creep testing with pneumatic testing of heater head-like pressure vessels at design temperature with stress levels ranging from approximately the design stress to several times that. This paper presents experimental results, post-test microstructural analyses, and conclusions for four higher-stress, accelerated life tests. Analysts are using these results to calibrate deterministic and probabilistic analytical creep models of the SRG110 heater head.

Introduction

Under NASA’s Radioisotope Power Systems project, the Department of Energy, Lockheed Martin, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, Infinia Corporation (formerly Stirling Technology Company), Kennewick, Washington, and NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) are developing a high-efficiency, 110 W electric Stirling Radioisotope Generator (SRG110) for possible use on future long-duration NASA Space Science missions including deep space missions and lunar applications (Thieme and Schreiber, 2003 and 2005). The SRG110 uses two General Purpose Heat Source (GPHS) modules as energy sources, and two Stirling cycle free-piston convertors to convert the heat energy first to mechanical and then to electrical energy. Each SRG110 Stirling convertor contains a wrought Inconel 718 (IN718) metallic heater head pressure vessel (fig. 1) that is subject to a maximum temperature of 650 °C at the hot end interface to the GPHS. This part of the heater head shell is thickened to reduce the stress level induced by internal pressure. However, one SRG110 system goal is to provide reliable operation for durations of 15 years or longer. Under these conditions, even with nominally very low stresses one important limit state for the
heater head is creep deformation. Creep is the accumulation of inelastic strain in a material under sustained loading over time. Because conventional engineering practices and available material property data were inadequate, a detailed life assessment effort is underway to accurately evaluate the heater head creep life. The objective of the heater head structural benchmark test effort is to provide experimental creep data for prototypical stress conditions for the calibration of the life assessment analytical methodologies.

**Stirling Convertor Heater Head Life Assessment Effort**

The Stirling convertor heater head is a variable-thickness, thin-walled cylindrical pressure vessel with an outside diameter of approximately 50 mm. The wall is as thin as possible for heat transfer reasons and system efficiency, but thick enough to prevent high stresses from the internal 2.5 MPa operating pressure. As a cylinder, the pressure creates a multiaxial stress field in the thin vessel wall. The field is nearly biaxial, with circumferential stress approximately twice the longitudinal stress. The open, cold end of the heater head includes an integral flange for sealing to other convertor structure; the hot end terminates with a closed, domed head. This end conducts heat from the external GPHS to an internal heat exchanger, and its metal temperature is controlled to remain at the material’s maximum functional temperature of 650 °C for the most efficient machine operation. Creep resistance in the heater head wall at locations where this temperature exists is of critical importance to long life of the Stirling convertor; the life criterion for the heater head is defined as the elapsed time for creep strains to reach the onset of tertiary creep, when the creep strain rate begins rapid acceleration. Because the wall is very thin, the IN718 material is specified to be fine grain to assure bulk creep properties are not degraded by having too few grains through its thickness (Bartolotta et al., 2000; Bowman, 2001).

A four-task approach is being used to thoroughly quantify the creep resistance of the heater head under operating temperature and stress conditions (Halford et al., 2002). First, an extensive creep testing program using thin dog-bone specimens is producing uniaxial creep property data specific to the “flight” SRG110 material – an atypical fine-grained IN718 with a special heat treatment that prevents formation of two detrimental precipitates (Bowman, 2001). This task is providing previously unavailable creep deformation, creep rate, and rupture data for the IN718 alloy at stress levels from two to ten times the design principal stress.

The second life assessment task includes detailed deterministic structural analyses of the heater head using finite element analysis. Here the heater head is accurately modeled using the commercially available MARC program, and elastic and thermal stresses and strains are calculated conventionally. Creep properties derived from the test program described in the preceding paragraph are used as follows: a steady state creep rate is calculated for each test stress level and temperature by dividing the gross accumulated creep strain at the start of tertiary creep, by the elapsed time to that point; this stress, temperature, and creep rate relationship is applied to the calculated equivalent (von Mises) stresses in the finite element analysis; finally, this nonlinear analysis is run in the time domain to determine full-field
heater head creep strains at any point in time. This method accurately predicts time to the onset of tertiary creep, which is the chosen life limit criterion. At times before this point, it generally slightly underestimates creep strains; at times over this, it grossly underestimates creep strains.

Because considerable scatter exists in creep rate and rupture information, the third task (Shah, Halford, and Korovaichuk, 2004) encompasses a probabilistic analysis of not only the test data and deterministic analyses, but also a wealth of long-term IN718 creep data generated on bulk, large-grain material (Brinkman, Booker, and Ding, 1991) for Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). In addition other convertor operating uncertainties such as variability in geometry, pressure, and temperature are accounted. This task results in the calculation of a probability of survival (PoS) to the onset of tertiary creep for the analyzed conditions. A 50 percent PoS can be interpreted as the median test data; of course, the required PoS for a flight unit is much higher, perhaps 99.99 percent.

**Structural Benchmark Testing Task**

The fourth element of the life assessment is a comprehensive benchmark testing effort (Halford et al., 2002). Under this task, heater heads and heater head-like test specimens constructed of the fine-grain IN718 alloy are tested under both prototypical and stress-accelerated conditions with real-time monitoring of surface temperatures, diametral strains, and internal pressures. Because the specimens are pressurized, an accurate biaxial stress state is imposed as in a complete Stirling convertor assembly. Test results are incorporated back into the analytical models to refine those methods if needed, and also used for an independent experimental assessment of heater head life.

The benchmark test effort includes four short-term tests: one test of a SRG110-configuration heater head test specimen, and three tests of heater head-like simplified-geometry specimens. These short-term tests use pressures greater than the design pressure to permit test results within reasonable time periods, albeit at higher than operating stress levels. Two additional long-term tests are performed on SRG110-configuration heater heads using the nominal design pressure. The heater head thin wall adjacent to a transition to a thicker wall area near the hot end domed head is the gage area under study, a critical location for creep life due to its combined high temperature and relatively high stress. All benchmark tests subject this test specimen gage area to the design operating temperature of 650 °C.

Because the two long-term tests are just underway at the time of this writing, no further information is presented for those tests. The remainder of this text describes the benchmark test experimental details, short-term benchmark test results, microstructural post-test analyses of test specimens, and conclusions drawn from this information.

**Structural Benchmark Test Experimental Details**

The main objective of the short-term benchmark tests was early observation of the circumferential secondary creep strain rate for incorporation into the life prediction analytical models. A second objective was the observation of creep strain behavior from primary, through secondary, until past the onset of tertiary creep. It was not possible to accelerate creep response by increasing test temperature, because the IN718 creep mechanism transitions above the 650 °C test temperature. Therefore, the test stress level was raised to increase creep strain rates; this was achieved by increasing the internal pressure, which served as the experimental independent variable. The dependent variable then was the heater head gage area diameter measured over time, from which diametral creep strain and rate, and time to tertiary creep were calculated. The tests were terminated prior to rupture to avoid damage to the facility.

**Specimen Description**

A structural analysis determined the maximum safe test pressure for the SRG110-configuration heater head based on yield at the cold-end flange. This provided the limit for available stress acceleration of creep response. To allow even greater stresses a heater-head like test specimen was designed with reduced
wall thickness. Table 1 provides a summary of test specimens, test conditions, and initial predictions of creep strain rate and time to the onset of tertiary creep. The SRG110-configuration specimen was manufactured by Infinia Corp., and the reduced-wall thickness specimens were fabricated by Bitec Sample Machining Inc., Dayton, Ohio. Nominal test duration was approximately the time for the specimen to reach creep rupture (except for specimen STC209). The predicted values were calculated based on the applied circumferential stress only and on creep properties derived from early experimental results of uniaxial creep testing from the first task of the life assessment effort described earlier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>Nominal test duration (mo.)</th>
<th>Test conditions</th>
<th>Predictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hot end temp. (°C)</td>
<td>Pressure (MPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitec1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitec2 and 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>6.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STC209</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experimental Apparatus**

The structural benchmark testing was performed on two bench-top test rigs in a controlled laboratory environment (fig. 2). A computer-controlled closed-loop argon gas system produced accurately controlled pneumatic pressures from zero to 20 MPa. Argon was supplied by a compressed gas cylinder through small diameter stainless steel tubing. A flow meter monitored system leakage and vessel rupture. Air-operated solenoid valves provided abort capability, and air-operated regulating valves controlled test pressure at each rig. Relief valves protected the system and test specimens from accidental over-pressurization. Custom loose flanges captured the test specimens’ integral cold end flanges and bolted to gas manifold/mounting flanges. Ratings for all system components exceeded the pressure capability of the specimens. For personnel safety an acrylic enclosure and personnel barriers were installed.

Temperature control was provided by induction heating and a feedback temperature controller. External induction coils were used to heat the gage area to the test temperature. A conduction water cooling loop was installed at the specimen cold end to provide cooling as needed. Specimen metal temperatures were monitored by approximately twenty welded-on type K thermocouples. All thermocouple wire was rated for long term use at 700 °C or higher.

At each rig the gage area diameter was monitored by two diametral extensometers, placed at 90° to each other in a plane perpendicular to the test specimen longitudinal axis. The extensometer resolution was 0.25 μm, providing a calculated strain resolution of 5 microstrain (με). A bench-top extensometer drift study lasted 305 instrument-days; in general all instruments held zero strain within 0.3 με/day, validating the extensometers’ use for long-term creep strain measurement.

The test control computer also served as the data acquisition system. For each rig data was recorded on argon pressure and leak flow, the two extensometer channels, and four gage temperatures. Rapid data recording was taken during initial test startup; long-term data acquisition occurs at a programmable frequency of once every 5 min. Test limits produced automated aborts to the induction heater and gas system based on over- or under-pressurization, gas leakage above nominal, over- or under-temperature in the gage area, strain magnitude beyond secondary strain, or power outage greater than 10 min. An uninterruptible power supply backed up all systems except the induction heater power supplies.
An analysis of experimental precision and sources of error was completed. This study evaluated all components of the pressure, temperature, and strain measurement systems, as well as errors in measurement of specimen geometry. The major error source in the pressure system was the pressure transducer, with a calibration accuracy of ±0.25 percent. For the heating system a 2 °C error was possible, attributable to the inherent properties of type K thermocouples. As described previously, extensometer drift was the major source of error in strain measurement. Finally, error in the measurement of specimen wall thickness resulted in 3.0 percent uncertainty in stress for the thin-wall heater head-like specimen, and 1.3 percent uncertainty for the SRG110-configuration specimen.

**General Test Procedures**

Prior to the start of benchmark testing for a specimen, elastic strain in the heater head specimen gage area was measured at room temperature for the test pressure. Following depressurization, the thermal expansion strain was measured for the test temperature. Then while at temperature, the data acquisition system was started and the specimen internal pressure ramped back up to the desired test pressure. The test was monitored continuously until a creep strain versus time plot clearly showed a transition to tertiary creep, or in the case of specimen STC209, the planned test duration was achieved. Following this, the pressure and heating systems were shut down, the specimen demounted, final specimen geometry measurements made, and metallurgical analysis of the specimen performed.

**Structural Benchmark Test Results**

Short-term, accelerated structural benchmark tests were completed successfully for IN718 heater head specimens at three stress levels. Induction heating coils were developed to provide the uniform gage area temperature of 650 °C, with peak temperature less than 670 °C in the thickened domed head area, and all temperatures elsewhere less than the gage area temperature. These conditions promoted the greatest creep strain rate in the gage area, where strains were continuously monitored. At the start of testing the standard deviation of thermocouples readings was approximately 3 °C but in some cases degraded over the test duration to 6 °C, for thermocouples spaced circumferentially in the gage area. A typical temperature longitudinal profile for a specimen is shown in figure 3.
As described earlier, the nominal one- and three-month tests used special thin wall heater head-like specimens, while the nominal six-month test used a specimen with the SRG110 geometry. The primary measurement was the specimen gage area diameter, taken by two diametral extensometers located at 90° apart on the circumference; diametral strain was calculated as that measured diameter divided by the original gage diameter. The important calculated quantity of creep strain rate was determined at any point in time by the slope of the strain versus time curve for the previous seven days using linear regression.

**One-and Three-Month Tests**

The nominal one-month test using thin wall heater head-like specimen Bitec1 ran without incident until manually shutdown at 30 days when tertiary creep was evident. Although creep strain accumulated very uniformly, this was not as evident in the creep strain rate plot (fig. 4(a)). The minimum observed creep rate was approximately 50 percent of the expected value based on uniaxial creep testing. The two extensometer readings resulted in creep rates differing by 20 to 25 percent. The general shape of the creep rate plot indicates that little steady state, secondary creep occurred at this relatively high stress; rather, primary creep abated to a minimum creep rate that very quickly accelerated to tertiary creep.

The nominal three-month test using thin wall specimen Bitec3 was chronologically the first test accomplished. Prior to the start of testing, in the un-pressurized state this specimen endured extensive heating trials while developing an acceptable induction heating coil. It is possible that short unrecorded temperature spikes well above 650 °C in the gage area as well as towards the cold end occurred. The specimen produced a creep rate curve with a minimum creep rate nearly four times the expected value (fig. 4(b)). The difference in extensometer readings produced creep rates that varied by 180 percent. Like the one-month test, rapid acceleration followed the minimum rate. A disabled alarm-shutdown permitted the specimen to rupture, whereupon high argon flow shutdown the test.

Because the results from Bitec3 differed greatly from predictions, a repeat of the test was performed using specimen Bitec2 (fig. 4(b)). In this case, results were less abrupt, but the minimum creep rate was nevertheless 50 percent higher than predicted. Here, the two strain recordings resulted in creep rates 300 percent apart. To investigate the cause, several configuration variables were changed consecutively: the specimen was axially rotated, the induction heating coil was repositioned, and the extensometer positions were switched. In every case the creep rate was coincident with the specimen geometry, leading to the conclusion that the creep rate inequality was a property of the specimen itself.

---

Figure 3. —Typical heater head specimen temperature profile (6-month test specimen shown).
The nominal six-month test using SRG110 heater head specimen STC209 ran a total of 131 days until manually shut down. Creep strain accumulated uniformly, increasing during the last 30 days (fig. 5). The minimum creep rate observed was one-half the predicted value. The creep rate varied within 50 percent of the prediction until the 107th day, demonstrating fairly steady-state secondary creep behavior.

Post-Test Analysis

The large variability in results for the four higher-stress, short-term benchmark tests is indicative of the large scatter commonly found in creep properties of materials, even under highly controlled laboratory environments. The three heater head-like specimens produced creep curves with no well-defined secondary creep regime. They gave minimum creep rates both below and greatly above the expected values. Even under identical test conditions for the two, three-month tests, a large difference was observed in creep response. However, these three specimens were fabricated with larger machining tolerances and less specification and control of their heat treatment. Furthermore, greater scatter can be expected when testing specimens with larger test volume than conventional standardized test specimens. Figure 6 shows specimen Bitec3 demounted after testing; rupture area bulges are clearly evident at the position of the lower induction heating coil, even though sub-critical temperatures were recorded there. The nominal six-month test specimen exhibited creep behavior close to the predicted response for over 100 days, but tertiary creep began somewhat early; this specimen had greater controls on its fabrication and heat treatment. Figure 6 also shows a small creep bulge (at the black arrow) in the area of the lower induction heating coil for specimen STC209.

Microscopy and Microstructural Investigation

Although there is evidence that some of the premature creep deformation (bulging) may have been associated with possible hot spots, a microstructural analysis was performed to determine whether any intrinsic microstructural variables existed that could explain the observed large variability in creep rate. Specimen Bitec3, which experienced premature rupture, was systematically sectioned and polished. In general, the microstructure was typical for the material (fig. 7). Grain size was approximately 15 μm and typically very uniform throughout the part.
Figure 5.—Experimental results for six-month test.

![Graph showing experimental results](image)

Figure 6.—Post-test photographs of specimen Bitet3 (L) and specimen STC209 (R).

(a) Cold end unchanged from untested material.  (b) Hot end shows some coarsening.

Figure 7.—Post-test optical micrographs of heater head-like specimen Bitet3.
Further examination of the processing variables revealed some inconsistency in the cooling rates between the various materials. The baseline creep specimens were machined from the bar stock and heat treated as specimens. These specimens, 0.05 cm thick, were air cooled resulting in cooling rates in excess of 220 °C/min. The SRG110 heater head specimens were machined to their final thin dimension and heat treated individually in an argon quench furnace resulting in somewhat slower cooling rates. The Bitec heater heads were rough machined, approximately 10 mm thick, and batch heat treated in an argon backfill furnace. As a result, these specimens had even slower and more variable cooling rates, in the range of 10 to 20 °C/min. Since the aging was identical for all materials, faster cooling rates would result in stronger and more creep resistant material. The observed variability may therefore reflect the differences in fabrication and heat treatment. In order to confirm the effect of cooling rate variations, further evaluation of the precipitate microstructure is underway.

Conclusions

Four heater head short-term structural benchmark tests were completed as part of the Stirling convertor heater head life assessment effort for the SRG110 program. The tests applied prototypical temperature fields to the specimens, and creep results were accelerated with higher-than-operating pressures. In general, creep response was proportional to stress but varied widely from predicted mean values (fig. 8(a)). A measure of this variability can be made by comparing the experimental minimum creep rates with an unmodified probabilistic assessment of secondary creep rates drawn from the ORNL database and from the limited amount of GRC uniaxial creep testing. As shown in figure 8(b), all four benchmark tests fall within the 99.9 percent probability of survival curve (approximately three standard deviations). As described previously, the heater head life assessment deterministic and probabilistic analyses are incorporating the benchmark test results to increase the analyses’ fidelity. The two remaining long-term benchmark tests will further supplement the analyses as well as independently assess heater head’s mean life.

![Graphs showing creep rates versus prediction and probabilistic assessment of creep rates.](image)

(a) Experimental creep rates versus prediction.  
(b) Probabilistic assessment of creep rates (Shah, Halford, and Korovaichuk, 2004).

Figure 8.—Summary of heater head structural benchmark test results.
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